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Abstract

The paper proposes formal inductive definitions for linguistic feature structures (FSs) taking values within a class of value types or sorts: single, disjunctive, (ordered) lists, multisets (or bags), po-multisets (multisets embedded into a partially ordered set), and indexed (re-entrance) values. The linguistic realization (semantics) of the considered sorts is proposed. The FSs having these multi-sort values are organized as (rooted) directed acyclic graphs. The concrete model of the FSs we had in mind for our set-theoretic definitions are the FSs used within the well-known HPSG linguistic theory. Set-theoretic general definitions for the proposed multi-sort FSs are defined. These constructive definitions start from atomic values and build recurrent multi-sorted values and structures, providing naturally a fixed-point semantics of the obtained FSs as a counterpart to the large class of logical semantics models on FSs. The linguistic unification algorithm based on tableau-subsumption is outlined. The Prolog code of the unification algorithm is provided and results of running it on some of the main multi-sort FSs is enclosed in the appendices. We consider the proposed formal approach to FSs definitions and unification as necessary steps to set-theoretical implementations of natural language processing systems.

Let us specify from the beginning that the present article represents the direct continuation (part II) of the paper with the same title appeared in the previous number of this journal [34, pp. 116-149]. Thus, all the relation, definition, remark, etc. numbers (having the first digit less than 5) refer to the part I of this paper, which the present part II makes a single unit with.
5 Indexed (sharing) multi-sort

Another extension of the FS concept is offered by the very useful possibility to share feature values in distinct structures, obtaining indexed FSs (IFSs). IFSs have as representation support the structure of a directed graph (DG) or directed acyclic graph (DAG), the indexing points in the IFSs being actually the nodes that share the same information for the arcs with distinct labels entering these same nodes. IFSs are formally defined in what follows. Examples of IFSs are in (??), (??), (??), (??) and Example ???. We first introduce the notion of IFS on DGs and then constrain DGs not to include cycles, obtaining DAGs.

In order to define indexed FSs (see (S6) in section ??) there is necessary to extend the five sorts considered in the definition ?? and relations (??–??) with the indexed multi-sort expressions belonging to the following indexed sort.

\[ \text{Sort}^6 = \{(v, m), (\&. m)|v \in V, m \in \mathbb{N}\} = (V \cup \{\&\}) \times \mathbb{N}, \text{i.e. with } \& \notin V \]  
\[ (28) \]

The symbol “\&” is used to denote the presence of the sharing property only for those nodes in the FSs having this quality, while “m” provides the value of the node label, also called feature index. The sharing nodes within a FS receive the same value of the node labels.

**Definition 5.1** The set \( IW \) of indexed multi-sort expressions defined on \( V \) for the sorts \( \text{Sort}^i, i = 1 \div 6 \), denoted \( IW = \text{ins}(V) \), is introduced as being the closure to sort composition for the sorts considered in (??) together with the indexed sort in (28), i.e. \( V \subset IW \) and \( \forall w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \in IW, \) then

\[ \forall \{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\}^\forall \in IW; \]
\[ \langle w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \rangle \in IW; \]
\[ ^{+}\{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\}^+ \in IW; \]
\[ ^{+p}\{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\}^{+p} \in IW; \]
and \((v_1, m) \in IW, \) or \((\&, m) \in IW, \) with \(m \in \mathbb{N}\backslash\{0\}\) and “\(&\)” as a special (empty) character such that \(\& \not\in V\). The elements in \(IW\) are called indexed multi-sort expressions of any depth on \(V\).

The set \(IW = \text{ims}(V)\) of indexed multi-sort expressions defined on \(V\) can also be seen as the following union:

\[
IW = IM\text{Sort}^1 \cup IM\text{Sort}^2 \cup IM\text{Sort}^3 \cup IM\text{Sort}^4 \cup IM\text{Sort}^5 \cup IM\text{Sort}^6, \tag{29}
\]

where:

\[
IM\text{Sort}^1 = V;
\]

\[
IM\text{Sort}^2 = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}^\forall \mid v_i \in \text{ims}(V), i = 1 \div n\};
\]

\[
IM\text{Sort}^3 = \langle v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \rangle \mid v_i \in \text{ims}(V), i = 1 \div n\};
\]

\[
IM\text{Sort}^4 = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}^+ \mid v_i \in \text{ims}(V), i = 1 \div n\};
\]

\[
IM\text{Sort}^5 = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}^{+p} \mid v_i \in \text{ims}(V), i = 1 \div n\};
\]

\[
IM\text{Sort}^6 = \{(v, m), (\&, rmm)\} \mid v \in \text{ims}(V), m \in \mathbb{N}, \& \in V\}.
\]

To notice that \(IM\text{Sort}^i, i = 1 \div 6, \) are pairwise disjoint.

The new constructed set \(IW\) constitutes now the 0-level set of values for the indexed (multi-sort) FSs (IFSs).

**Definition 5.2** Similarly to the definition ??, let \(G\) be a set of IFS attributes defined on \(W, \) \(IW = \text{ims}(V)\) as in definition 5.1, i.e., there exists \(T \subseteq \text{Pow}(IW)\) and \(T \leftrightarrow G.\) Following the definition ??, we have the one-to-one functions \(\text{AtVal} : G \rightarrow T, \) and \(\text{ValAt} : G \rightarrow T, \) with \(\text{ValAt} = \text{AtVal}^{-1}.\)

With the notations in (29), (30) and definition 5.1, the notion of well-definedness of IFSs with values in the considered sorts is as follows:

**Definition 5.3** An IFS \(D \subseteq G \times IW, \) \(IW = \text{ims}(V),\) is well-defined on \(V\) iff:

\[(5.3S)\] soundness: \((g, w) \in D, \) then

\[w \in IM\text{Sort}^i V \Rightarrow w \in_{\text{sort}}^i \text{ValAt}(g), \ i = 1 \div 6, \tag{31}\]

with the membership relation \(\in_{\text{sort}}^i\) specific to the sorts \(MSort^i\) in (30). In detail:
(sound$_1$) \( w \in \text{IMSort}^1 \Rightarrow w \in \text{ValAt}(g) \);

(sound$_2$) \( w \in \text{IMSort}^1 \Rightarrow w \subset \text{ValAt}(g) \);

(sound$_3$) \( w \in \text{IMSort}^3 \Rightarrow w \in \text{ValAt}(g) \);

(sound$_4$) \( w \in \text{IMSort}^4 \Rightarrow w \in \text{ValAt}(g) \);

(sound$_5$) \( w \in \text{IMSort}^5 \Rightarrow w \in \text{ValAt}(g) \);

(sound$_6$) \((w, m) \in \text{IMSort}^6 \Rightarrow w \in_{\text{sort}}^i \text{ValAt}(g) \) or \((w = \& \text{ and } m > 0)\).

(5.3S) uniqueness: \((g, v), (g, w) \in D, \text{ then } v \in_{\text{sort}}^i w, i = 1 \div 6, \text{ with the equality relation specific to the sorts IMSort}^i \text{ in (30).}

More precisely:

(unique$_1$) if \( v \in \text{IMSort}^1 \) then \( w \in \text{IMSort}^1 \), and \( v = w \) (equality as identity relation);

(unique$_2$) if \( v \in \text{IMSort}^2 \) then \( w \in \text{IMSort}^2 \), and \( v = w \) (as set equality);

(unique$_3$) if \( v \in \text{IMSort}^3 \) then \( w \in \text{IMSort}^3 \), and \( v = w \) (as list equality);

(unique$_4$) if \( v \in \text{IMSort}^4 \) then \( w \in \text{IMSort}^4 \), and \( v = w \) (as multiset equality);

(unique$_5$) if \( v \in \text{IMSort}^5 \) then \( w \in \text{IMSort}^5 \), and \( v = w \) (as po-multiset equality);

(unique$_6$) if \( v = (v_1, m) \in \text{IMSort}^6 \) then \( w = (w_1, n) \in \text{IMSort}^6 \), \( v_1 =_{\text{sort}}^i w_1, i = 1 \div 6 \) (as multi-sort equality) and \( m = n \) (as natural numbers).

Consistent with the already established technique of FS definitions ?? and ??, we can abbreviate the introduction of the well-defined indexed FSs (IFSs) as follows:

**Definition 5.4** Let \( V_0 \) be a non-empty set of atomic single values, and \( IW_0 = \text{ims}(V_0) \), the set of all possible atomic indexed (multi-sort) values on \( V_0 \), constructed similarly to the definition 5.1 and relations
(29)-(30). Let $T_0 \subseteq \text{Pow}(IW_0)$ be a non-empty set called the set of effective values for the 0-level attributes, while $G_0 \leftrightarrow T_0 \subseteq \text{Pow}(IW_0)$ (as in definition 29) is said to be the set of indexed (multi-sort) valued effective attributes defined on $IW_0$. Then:

$(I_0)$ An atomic indexed (multi-sort) valued FS (IFS) is any $IFS_0$ $IFS_0$ well-defined on $V_0$, i.e. $IFS_0 \subseteq G_0 \times IW_0$ satisfying $(5.3S)$ and $(5.3U)$. Accordingly,

$$s(IFS_0) = \{D|D \subseteq G_0 \times IW_0, \text{ and } D \text{ is well-defined on } V_0\}.$$

$(I_k)$ An indexed (multi-sort) valued IFS of level $k$, $k \geq 0$, is any well-defined $IFS_k$ on $V_k$, i.e., $IFS_k \subseteq G_k \times IW_k$ with:

$(v_k)\ V_k = V_{k-1} \cup s(IFS_{k-1})$ the set of all possible single-sort values for $IFS_k$.

Let $IW_k = \text{ins}(V_k)$, defined similarly to the relation (29). Let $T_k \subseteq \text{Pow}(IW_k)$ be the set of IFS effective values until level $k$, including it, such that $T_k \backslash T_{k-1} \neq \emptyset$. Then:

$(g_k)\ G_k$ with $G_{k-1} \subseteq G_k \leftrightarrow T_k \subseteq \text{Pow}(IW_k)$ is the set of effective attributes until level $k$, including it, defined on $V_k$ (as in definition 5.2).

$(ifs_k)\ s(IFS_k) = \{D|D \subseteq G_k \times IW_k, IW_k = \text{ms}(V_k), V_k = V_{k-1} \cup s(IFS_{k-1}), s(IFS_{-1}) = G_{-1} = \emptyset, \text{ and } D \text{ is well-defined on } V_k\}$.

$\forall k \in \mathbb{N}$, is called the set of all possible, well-defined IFSs until level $k$.

Now the set of all IFSs is defined as:

$$IFS(V_0) = \bigcup_{k \geq 0} s(IFS_k). \quad (32)$$

To define the subsumption of indexed FSs we shall adopt a somewhat different strategy compared to non-indexed MS-TFSs, viz. to work at the level of FS paths. This provides the possibility to make
the distinction between cyclic and acyclic FSs, namely between FSs
defined on directed but general (including cyclic) graphs and FSs
defined on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). To attend this purpose it is
necessary to define the nodes, the graph, and the paths associated to
an IFS.

**Definition 5.5** If

\[ v = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}^* \in \text{IMSort}^2, \text{ or} \]

\[ v = \langle v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \rangle \in \text{IMSort}^3, \text{ or} \]

\[ v = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}^+ \in \text{IMSort}^4, \text{ or} \]

\[ v = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}^{+p} \in \text{IMSort}^5, \]

then \( \text{dim}(v) = n \) is called the dimension of \( v \), and \( v_i = \text{pr}(i, v) \) is called the \( i \)-projection of \( v \) (or projection of the \( i \)-component of \( v \)).

The graph associated to an IFS is defined as the set of 3-uples made up
of paths in the IFS, their final nodes, and the indices of these final
nodes.

**Definition 5.6** Let \( V \) be a set of atomic values and \( D \in \text{IFS}(V) \).

Then:

\[
\text{Graph}(D) = \{(\text{Start}, 0), D, 0)\} \cup \\
\cup \{(P, v, 0) \mid \exists (Q, w, n) \in \text{Graph}(D), (g, v) \in w, \\
v \not\in \text{IMSort}^j, j = 2 \div 6, \\
P = \text{append}(Q, (\langle g, 0 \rangle))\} \cup \\
\cup \{(P, v, m) \mid \exists (Q, w, n) \in \text{Graph}(D), (g, u) \in w, \\
u \in \text{IMSort}^6, u = (v, m), \\
P = \text{append}(Q, (\langle g, m \rangle))\} \cup \\
\cup \{(P, v_i, 0) \mid \exists (Q, w, n) \in \text{Graph}(D), (g, v) \in w, \\
w \in \text{IMSort}^j, j = 2 \div 5, \\
v_i = \text{pr}(i, w) \not\in \text{IMSort}^6, \\
P = \text{append}(Q, (\langle \text{pr}(i, w), 0 \rangle)), \\
i \in \{1 \div \text{dim}(w)\}\} \cup \\
\cup \{(P, v_i, m) \mid \exists (Q, w, n) \in \text{Graph}(D), (g, v) \in w, \\
w \in \text{IMSort}^j, j = 2 \div 5, \\
u_i = \text{pr}(i, w) \in \text{IMSort}^6, u_i = (v_i, m), \\
P = \text{append}(Q, (\langle \text{pr}(i, w), m \rangle)), \\
i \in \{1 \div \text{dim}(w)\}\}
\]

(33)
Definition 5.7 The path $P = (g_1, i_1), \ldots, (g_n, i_n)$ in Graph(D) does not contain cycles if $\forall p, q \in \{1 \ldots n\}$ with $p \neq q$ and $i_p, i_q > 0 \implies i_p \neq i_q$.

Definition 5.8 Let $P = (g_1, i_1), \ldots, (g_n, i_n)$ be a path. Then $\text{last}(P) = (g_n, i_n)$.

Definition 5.9 D does not contain cycles if any path $P$ in Graph(D) does not.

Definition 5.10 The Graph(D) of a $D \in \text{IFS}(V)$ is well-defined if:

1. D does not contain cycles; and
2. $\forall (P, v, m), (Q, w, n) \in \text{Graph}(D)$, then $n = m > 0$ entails:
   (i) $v = w$, or $v = \&$, or $w = \&$, and
   (ii) $v \neq \& \implies v \in_{\text{sort}} ValAt(\text{last}(P))$, and
        $\forall (R, \&, n) \in \text{Graph}(D) \implies v \in_{\text{sort}} ValAt(\text{last}(R))$, $i \in \{1 \ldots 5\}$.

Definition 5.11 $D \in \text{IFS}(V)$ is well-defined iff its Graph(D) is well-defined and does not contain cycles.

Definition 5.12 The set of indexed (multi-sort) acyclic FSs (IAFSs) defined on a set $V$ of atomic values is introduced now as:

$$\text{IAFS}(V) = \{D | D \in \text{IFS}(V) \text{ and } D \text{ is well-defined} \}$$ (34)

In order to define the subsumption on indexed multi-sort expressions and their corresponding acyclic feature structures (IAFSs) it is necessary to introduce the restrictions of these indexed objects to their corresponding non-indexed ones.

Definition 5.13 If $v$ is an indexed multi-sort expression on $V_0 \cup \cup \text{IAFS}(V_0)$, i.e., $v \in \text{ims}(V_0 \cup \text{IAFS}(V_0))$, then the restriction of $v$ to its corresponding non-indexed multi-sort expression $\text{Res}(v) \in \text{ms}(V_0 \cup \cup \text{MS-TFS}(V_0))$ is inductively defined as follows:
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\( res1 \) \( v \in V_0 \Rightarrow Res(v) = v; \)

\( res1' \) \( v = \{ (g_1, v_1), \ldots, (g_n, v_n) \} \in IAFS(V_0) \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Res(v) = \{ (g_1, Res(v_1)), \ldots, (g_n, Res(v_n)) \}; \)
(we notice that in \( res1 \) and \( res1' \), \( v \in IMSort^1 \));

\( res2 \) \( v = \vee \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \}^\vee \in IMSort^2 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Res(v) = \vee \{ Res(v_1), Res(v_2), \ldots, Res(v_n) \}^\vee; \)

\( res3 \) \( v = \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \} \in IMSort^3 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Res(v) = \{ Res(v_1), Res(v_2), \ldots, Res(v_n) \}; \)

\( res4 \) \( v = + \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \}^+ \in IMSort^4 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Res(v) = + \{ Res(v_1), Res(v_2), \ldots, Res(v_n) \}^+; \)

\( res5 \) \( v = +p \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \}^{+p} \in IMSort^5 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Res(v) = +p \{ Res(v_1), Res(v_2), \ldots, Res(v_n) \}^{+p}; \)

\( res6 \) \( v = (w, n) \in IMSort^6 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Res(v) = \begin{cases} 
    Res(u), & \text{if } \exists (p, u, n) \in Graph(D), \text{ with } u \neq \&; \\
    [], & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \)

**Definition 5.14** We introduce now the decomposition of an indexed multi-sort as being a mapping \( Dec : ims(V_0 \cup IAFS(V_0)) \rightarrow ims(V_0 \cup IAFS(V_0)) \) defined inductively as follows:

\( dec1 \) \( v \in V_0 \Rightarrow Dec(v) = v; \)

\( dec1' \) \( v = \{ (g_1, v_1), \ldots, (g_n, v_n) \} \in IAFS(V_0) \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Dec(v) = \{ (g_1, Dec(v_1)), \ldots, (g_n, Dec(v_n)) \}; \)
(We notice that in \( dec1 \) and \( dec1' \), \( v \in IMSort^1 \));

\( dec2 \) \( v = \vee \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \}^\vee \in IMSort^2 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Dec(v) = \vee \{ Dec(v_1), Dec(v_2), \ldots, Dec(v_n) \}^\vee; \)

\( dec3 \) \( v = \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \} \in IMSort^3 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Dec(v) = \{ Dec(v_1), Dec(v_2), \ldots, Dec(v_n) \}; \)

\( dec4 \) \( v = + \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \}^+ \in IMSort^4 \Rightarrow \)
\( \Rightarrow Dec(v) = + \{ Dec(v_1), Dec(v_2), \ldots, Dec(v_n) \}^+; \)
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 \[(\text{dec5})\ v = {}^{+p}\{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}^{+p} \in IMSort^5 \Rightarrow

 \Rightarrow Dec(v) = {}^{+p}\{Dec(v_1), Dec(v_2), \ldots, Dec(v_n)\}^{+p};\]

 \[(\text{dec6})\ v = (w, n) \in IMSort^6 \Rightarrow Dec(v) = (Dec(w), n).\]

\textbf{Remark 5.15} According to the subsumption definition \(\text{??}\) we have (for the corresponding embedded sorts): \(\forall v \in ms(V_0 \cup MS-TFS(V_0)), \ v \equiv_{\text{sub}} Dec(v).\) The same relationship is intended to hold for \(v \in imns(V_0 \cup IAFS(V_0)).\)

We can give now the subsumption definition for indexed (multi-sort) values and IAFSs.

\textbf{Definition 5.16} Let \(v\) and \(w\) be indexed multi-sort expressions on \(V_0 \cup IAFS(V_0),\) i.e., \(v, w \in imns(V_0 \cup IAFS(V_0)).\) Then \(v\) subsumes \(w,\) written \(v \geq_{\text{sub}} w,\) iff:

(i) \(\text{Res}(v) \geq_{\text{sub}} \text{Res}(w),\) according to the subsumption definition \(\text{??}\) for (non-indexed) multi-sort expressions (including Table \(\text{??}\)), and

(ii) \(\forall (P, r, n), (Q, s, n) \in \text{Graph}(Dec(v)), \ then \ \exists (P', r', m), (Q', s', n) \in \text{Graph}(Dec(w)), \ and \ n > 0 \Rightarrow m > 0.\)

According to the above definition (i), \(\forall (P, v, m) \in \text{Graph}(Dec(v)),\) with \(P = \langle (g_1, i_1), \ldots, (g_n, i_n) \rangle,\) then \(\exists (P', v', m') \in \text{Graph}(Dec(w))\) with \(P' = \langle (g_1, j_1), \ldots, (g_n, j_n) \rangle.\)

\textbf{Definition 5.17} Let \(D, D_1, D_2 \in IAFS(V).\) Then \(D\) is an unifier for \(D_1\) and \(D_2\) iff \(D_1 \geq_{\text{sub}} D\) and \(D_2 \geq_{\text{sub}} D,\) usually written \(D \in un(D_1, D_2),\) the unifier set for \(D_1\) and \(D_2.\)

\textbf{Definition 5.18} \(D^*\) is the most general unifier of \(D_1, D_2 \in IAFS(V),\) written \(D^* = mgu(D_1, D_2),\) iff:

(i) \(\exists D^* \in un(D_1, D_2);\)

\[\text{231}\]
(ii) \( \forall D \in \text{IAFS}, \text{ and } D \in \text{unii}(D_1, D_2) \), then \( D^* \geq \text{sub}_\text{lb}(D_1, D_2) \).

Remark 5.19 As in the case of MS-TFS, the subsumption relation for IAFS is a partial ordering, modulo a renaming relation on the set of indices.

The unification algorithm for FSs in IAFS(V) reduces to mgu (thus glb) computing (definition 5.18) and is based on the subsumption of indexed multi-sort FSs (definition 5.16) which appeals unification algorithm of FSs in MS-TFS(V), together with acyclicity conditions for the resulted FS. (See Appendices A and B.)

The acyclicity conditions on the final result are necessary since otherwise from the unification of two IAFS (thus cycle-free) FSs one can obtain a FS with cycles!

6 Logical vs. set-theoretical approaches to NL

6.1 Attribute-oriented vs. value-oriented semantics for FSs

The classical approach to FS semantics is the so-called logical semantics proposed by [24]. In logical semantics there is defined “a domain of logical formulas which describes feature structures”, made up of labels (actually FS attributes) to which are assigned (new) formulas, (sets of) label paths, conjunctions and disjunctions of formulas. In the obtained FDL (Feature Description Logic) language, the emphasis falls clearly on the attribute interpretation as predicates, resulting a language whose formulas, corresponding to FSs (with disjunction), can be completely specified by a set of finite automata. “An interesting result is that conjunction can be used to describe unification... Unifying two structures requires finding a structure which has all features of both structures; the conjunction of two formulas describes the structures which satisfy all conditions of both formulas” [24, p. 4]. The semantics of the formulas in the FDL language is defined on the basis of deterministic finite automata, and the propositional version of the proposed
logic calculus considers formulas defined on DAGs, a DAG being seen as particular case of deterministic finite automaton.

Devoted to support the M. Kay’s Functional Unification Grammar framework [26], or the PATR-II unification grammar formalisms [32], this kind of semantics for FSs points out mainly the predicational aspects of the FS attributes, the FS value coming as a less important aspect. This is influenced, perhaps, by the theorem proving theory and the logical unification algorithms but, at a serious, pragmatic analysis, one can discover that the goals of a classical theorem prover and that of a NL analyzer (parser or generator) are essentially divergent, despite their remarkable resemblance and various attempts to achieve uniform processing frameworks based on parameterized theorem provers [33].

For this logical semantics, “conjunction can be used to describe unification” [24, p. 4] of the formulas corresponding to FSs, while when we come into the structure of the FDL formulas, “the unification operator on trees is just set union…” [29, p. 4]. From the linguistic and pragmatic points of view, the structure of the formula and the values borne by it, illustrated by the relations between these values, are characteristic to the objects (linguistic or not) we want to analyze, whose semantics we introduced by means of the linguistic realization map.

The set-theoretical semantics that we proposed starts from values, from their shape and properties as data types, and constructs the FSs that describe the involved (linguistic) objects. In our approach, the conjunction is treated merely as a FS constructor that gather the multi-sort FS values describing the involved objects, preserving still its essential interpretation as FS unification. Within the various types of NL analyzes we need lists of words, lists of linguistic feature values, etc., trees, sets of trees, multisets, po-multisets, etc. All these multi-sort values for FSs result as objects of computational processes (e.g., parsing, linguistic unification and/or generalization) that work on formal grammars, automated lexicons, etc. The proposed approach to set-theoretical definitions of FSs and their multi-sort values shifts the accent from attribute-oriented semantics of FSs towards a value-oriented semantics, or from logical semantics to set-theoretical semi-
tics of FSs. It is also important to notice that all our FS inductive, set-theoretical definitions provide careful conditions to ensure the well-definedness of FSs: soundness and uniqueness of FS attribute-value definitions, and all the necessary conditions for FS interpretation as graphs: well-definedness, acyclicity, restriction, decomposition etc.

6.2 Parsing and linguistic unification

The continuous increasing of the importance of lexical semantics in the development of linguistic theories and NL processing systems is a real fact connected directly to the NL representation as linguistic FSs and their unification process. Describing the linguistic categories as complex data types such as FSs entailed at least two consequences: (a) substitution of a lot of phrase structure rules describing the lexical information by their corresponding FSs, and (b) development of the FS unification processes till the somehow exaggerated (but interesting) situation that the formal derivation of syntactic structures of NLs usually realized by the parsing process of linguistic categories described through phrase structure grammars, can be simulated (or even only) by unification of the corresponding FSs. Actually, the unification processes simulate the derivation of FSs through their formal deduction within logical axiomatic systems describing the syntactic and semantic behaviour of FSs. Such a system is provided, e.g., by FDL (Feature Description Logic) [24], [29], while a complete simulation of parsing through logic deduction is proposed by the parametric utilization of a theorem prover for both NL parsing and generation, such as in [33].

Perhaps the first balanced approach between unification of FSs represented as DAGs and parsing of the corresponding linguistic categories which these FSs are labeled with is the unification-based environment PATR-II [32] of conditional grammars. Another frequently met example is represented by the so-called logic grammars, usually embedded within a logic programming language (such as Prolog) which can simulate the parsing process through mechanical deduction written and run into the language, e.g., [15], [16], [30].

The result of all these approaches is that NL lexicons and/or linguis-
tic knowledge bases used to represent the entries to the word description became central elements for the NL parsing processes involved in the automated NL analysis, generation, interpretation, translation, summarization etc. For the concrete, real NL processing systems there is always a trade-off between how much unification of the FSs representing the NL categories and phrases and how much parsing of the corresponding “backbone” of phrase structure grammars used to describe their functioning, such that the system to have an optimal behaviour computationally.

6.3 Comparison to similar work

The present paper is a result of several influences and stimuli: (1) the proposed set-theoretical recurrent definitions stem in our first approach [10]; (2) the formalizations in [3] inspired us to obtain a set-theoretical semantics for multi-sort valued FSs, as an important step to a new parsing paradigm in the HPSG context, based on computing recursively the model-theoretic interpretations of HPSG grammar rules; (3) [22] provided an axiomatic approach to the Schonfinkel-Bernays decidable class of predicate formulas modelling the behaviour of set-type valued FSs; (4) finally, despite the fact that our paper was already written at that time (1999), we discovered [20] as being somehow the most appropriate to our approach, and this constitutes both a satisfaction and a confirmation for the validity of our options and results.

We outline briefly the main points representing the resemblance and the differences between [20] and our present approach: (a) [20] is based on [22] results concerning the decidable class of Schonfinkel-Bernays predicate logic modelling the FS language, and extends this language to the so-called “multi-collection” extended FSs to support the HPSG-style of set and list constructions on FSs. The main goal is similar to [3] and to ours: constrained-based parsing of HPSG. (b) As S. Hegner [20] observes himself, “the only specialized constructions which are considered are those based upon sets and lists... linear precedence constraints are not addressed.” In our approach, po-multisets are endowed with the trace of the partial order provided on FSs by the subsumption
relation, while the linear precedence of linguistic objects is encoded within lists. Their closure to sort (type) composition, including the other sorts, provide a better expressive power than [20] for HPSG constructions. (c) In our approach, the linguistic realization (semantics) of the FS “inner” conjunction is the unification of FS values, while the “outer” conjunction of FSs has the meaning of set-intersection. The “inner”, value-level disjunction in FSs is encoded by the corresponding mathematical set of linguistic objects, while the linguistic realization of the “outer”, FS-level disjunction has the meaning of set-union. (d) We did not address here negation, but this is really not a problem because its meaning, i.e., its set-theoretical linguistic realization of the negated FSs can be represented adequately as the “complementary” set (related to the lexicon involved) to the set of words on which the FS does hold, viz. that set of words on which does hold the negation of the FS. (e) Finally, in section ?? we expose a (non-connected) graph representing the hierarchy of the introduced sorts. This constructive hierarchy is essential for the proposed linguistic realization, thus for the computation of linguistic object interpretation within the parsing process.

7 Conclusions

Which is the reason behind the proposed set-theoretic approach to linguistic unification, why would be valuable this trend within the current context of computational linguistics and in which conditions or restrictions? We consider these questions to be answered and a critical and constructive view on the set-theoretic approach to be most important. The results contained here can represent a good step, but we already have in mind improved alternatives to the problems such as indexed multi-sort definitions, better settings for the set-theoretical semantics on FSs and NL representation, FS basic definitions through recurrent sets or comprised paths, subsumption, unification, generalization, etc.

The logical approaches to linguistic FS semantics are clearly dominant in the literature, starting with [29], [24], and this is natural because representing the morphologic, syntactic and semantic properties
of the NL components can be done by assigning and calling them with
the labels that correspond to their linguistic function names within
the FS. Thus the various levels of encoding the linguistic information
within FSs are labeled by linguistically suggestive names and these la-
bles are used level-free within their FS representation during unification
processes.

Defining FSs as recurrently embedded sets is not something new.
The major difficulty with set-theoretic definitions of FSs is their linguis-
tic relevance and handling. If this problem can be solved conveniently,
there are a lot of many other advantages, to mention only the uniform-
ity of representation (particularly on the lexical and morphological
levels), simplicity of algorithms, computational performance, clear the-
etorical semantics [3], an uniform approach to parsing and unification
(and, in general, to linguistic operations) as set-theoretical model check-
ing. Of course, the logical operations involved by the syntactic and/or
semantic representation and functioning of FS NL should be simulated
by simple and computationally efficient set-theoretical operations.

As the strong points of the present paper we consider to be the fol-
lowing ones:

1. Definitions of the set-theoretical sorts involved within HPSG the-
ory [27], [28], their linguistic realization (semantics) and their
complete hierarchy. A special attention deserves the sort of po-
multiset, corresponding to HPSG “set descriptions” of objects,
its linguistic realization (computation formula), and its rank.

2. Set-theoretical recurrent definitions of non-indexed and indexed
multi-sorted values for FSs, being carried out on basic data types
such as trees, (rooted) directed graphs, and (rooted) directed
acyclic graphs.

3. A tableau-based subsumption definition for the non-indexed mul-
ti-sort FS values, extended subsequently to indexed ones. For
indexed FSs we could not avoid the graph-based approach to
subsumption definition and unification.

4. The Prolog implementation of general unification algorithms for
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the considered FSs, together with running them on some simple examples.

We do not believe in the existence of a general solution to the exposed problems but only in partial and local solutions, depending on the linguistic application. As a general strategy to an efficient set-theoretical approach to FS definitions we think on the strong use of linguistic data typing, as well as specific definitions of structures and operations depending on the types involved. The background priority of the set-theoretical operations over the logical ones inside FSs is expressed even by the first important approach to logical semantics of FSs, namely the feature description logic FDL in [29]: “The unification operator on trees is just set union, except that if a tree is obtained which is inconsistent, then unification is undefined”. In other words, unification is actually just a set-conditional union. Thus the set-theoretical approaches to FS semantics and NL computational processing, as well as their periodic recurrence in time, e.g., [3], are natural phenomena. But while the set-theoretical semantics approaches to FSs are already known to be more simple and clear than the corresponding logical ones, the present paper tries to meet the computationally increasing importance of the same trend of set-theoretical approaches to the forthcoming implementations of NL processing systems.
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Appendices

A The Prolog Unification Algorithm

/* Unification algorithms for multi-sort expressions of FSs. When the */
/* lists, Ç-sets (disjunction), multisets (bags), po-multisets are made up of a */
/* single element, they are represented as the single-sort of the element itself */
op( 500, xfr, '1'), /* the feature structure (FS) as the list [attribute : value] */
op( 410, xfr, '2'), /* index 'value means the indexed FS : [n] FS */
op( 400, xfr, '3'), /* Ç-set (disjunction of values) FS1 / FS2 / ... / FSn */
op( 350, xfr, '4'), /* po-multiset as a Ç-set (disjunction) of multisets */
op( 300, xfr, '5'), /* multisets (bags) of FSs as Ç-set (disjunction) of lists */
op( 250, xfr, '+'), /* (usual, ordered) list of FSs (list of FS values) */
/* Unification of multi-sort expressions of non-indexed FSs */
unify( Expr, Expr) :- !, /* identity of multi-sorted FS expressions */
unify( bottom, Expr) :- !, /* all the inconsistent multi-sorted FSs */
unify( Expr, bottom) :- !, /* as the special FS BOTTOM */
unify( [], Expr) :- !, /* the universal multi-sorted FS as the special */
unify( Expr, []) :- !, /* FS TOP (also the neutral FS to unification) */
/* Disjunction of FS values with ... a disjunction of FS values */
unify( Val1 / Val2, Val1 / Val2, LResult) :- !,
   unify( Val1, Val2 / Val2, Val1, unify( RVal1, Val2 / Val2, RVal1),
         lVal = bottom, Result = RVal1 !;
   RVal = bottom, Result = Val1 !.
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; Result = Val / RVal, 1, l. iniarDisj(Result, LResult).
/* .... with any other FMs */
unify(Val / Val2, Expr, Result) :- !, unify(Expr, Val1 / Val2, Result).
/* F$ (multi-sorted) expression with ... a disjunction of F$ values */
unify(Expr, Val1 / Val2, LResult) :- !,
unify(Expr, Val1, RVal1), unify(Expr, Val2, RVal2),
(RVal1 = bottom, Result = RVal2).
; RVal2 = bottom, Result = RVal1.
 ; Result = RVal1 / RVal2, !, l. iniarDisj(Result, LResult).
/* Proper F$ with ... a proper F$ */
unify(Attr : Val1 [Rest1], [AttrVal2 [Rest2], Rest1],
select(Attr : Val2, [AttrVal2 [Rest2], Rest3], unify(Val1, Val2, Val),
(Val = bottom, Restk = bottom)
; unify(Rest1, Rest3, Rest).
(Rest = bottom, Result = bottom)
; Result = [Attr : Val [Rest]], !,
unify(Attr : Val1 [Rest1], [AttrVal1 [Rest2], Rest1],
(REST = bottom, Restk = bottom)
; Result = [Attr : Val [Rest]], !,
/* ... a po-multiset of F$ values */
unify(Attr : Val1 [Rest1], POMultiset # RestPOMultiset, Result) :- !,
unify(Attr : Val [Rest], POMultiset, NewF$), unify(NoFS, RestPOMultiset, Result),
/* A list with ... a list of F$ values */
unify(List1 + RList1, List2 + RList2, Result) :- !, unify(List1, List2, List),
(RESULT = bottom, Result = bottom, !)
; unify(RList1, RList2, RList).
(RList = bottom, Result = bottom, !
; Result = (List = RList)), !,
/* ... a multiset of F$ values */
unify(List1 + RList1, Multiset2 * RMultiset2, Result) :- !,
persistMultiset(Multiset2 * RMultiset2, DLList3), !,
unify(List1 + RList1, DLList3, Result),!
/* ... a po-multiset of F$ values */
unify(List + Rest, POMultiset # RestPOMultiset, Result) :- !,
persistPOMultiset(POMultiset # RestPOMultiset, DLList4), !,
unify(List + Rest, DMultiset, Result), !,
/* A multiset of F$ values with ... a list of F$ values */
unify(Multiset * ULast, List + OLast, Result) :- !,
unify(List + OLast, Multiset * URest, Result),!
/* ... a multiset of F$ values */
unify(Multiset * Rest1, Multiset2 * Rest2, Result) :- !,
persistMultiset(Multiset1 * Rest1, DLList1), !,
persistMultiset(Multiset2 * Rest2, DLList2), !,
unify(DList1, DLList2, Result),!
/* ... a po-multiset of F$ values */
unify(Multiset * Rest, POMultiset # RestPOMultiset, Result) :- !,
persistPOMultiset(POMultiset # RestPOMultiset, DLList5), !,
unify(Multiset * Rest, DMultiset, Result), !,
/* A po-multiset with ... a po-multiset of F$ values */
unify(POMultiset2 # Rest1, POMultiset2 # Rest2, Result) :- !,
persistPOMultiset2 # Rest1, DMultiset2), !,
persistPOMultiset2 # Rest2, DMultiset2), !,
unify(DMultiset1, DLMultiset2, Result), !,
/* ... any other multi-sorted expression oFS F$ values */
unify(POMultiset # RestPOMultiset, Expr, Result) :- !,
unify(Expr, POMultiset # RestPOMultiset, Result),!
/* Final clause */
unify(_, _ = bottom).
/* Utility functions for non-indexed multi-sorted expressions of F$ */
iniarDisj(A / B, C / D, LA / LB / LC / LD) :- !,
iniarDisj(A, LA), !, iniarDisj(B, LB), !, iniarDisj(C, LC), !, iniarDisj(D, LD).
iniarDisj(A / B, C / D, LA / LB / LC / LD) :- !,
iniarDisj(A, LA), !, iniarDisj(B, LB), !, iniarDisj(C, LC), !, iniarDisj(D, LC).
iniarDisj(A, LA), !.
select(Attr : Val, [ ] :- !, fail.
select(Attr : Val, _ :- !, fail.
select(Atr : Val, _ :- !, fail.
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B Examples

**PROLOG test queries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Program answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?- tell('t4.txt').</td>
<td>FS to FS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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nl. write( 'B~'), write( B).
nl. write( 'U~'), write( U).
? - nl. write( 'po-multiset to po-multiset').
? - A = [[ m : i ] # [ m : d]],
B = { [ c : r ] # [ e : w]},
unify( A, B, U),
nl. write( 'A~'), write( A),
nl. write( 'B~'), write( B),
nl. write( 'U~'), write( U).

? - nl. write( Indexed FS ...'),
? - A = [ agr : nr : sg, cas : nom],
sub : 2 [agr : [cas : nom, nr : sg]],
B = [ agr : i+z'1 ], sub : [ agr : i+z'1 ],
unify( A, B, U),
nl. write( 'A~'), write( A),
nl. write( 'B~'), write( B),
nl. write( 'U~'), write( U).
? -add.

po-multiset to po-multiset
A=[m	mAh]
B=[c+r]#[c:w]
U=mod.cw]\{m	mAh\}[mod.cw]\{m	mAh\}

A=[m	mAh]#[c:w]
B=[c+r]#[c:w]
U=bottom

Indexed FS ...
A=[agr:rsrg,casnom],
sub:2 [agr:casnom,rsrg]
B=[agr:rsrg,rsrg]
U=[agr:casnom,rsrg]